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Abstract  

The DARPA Cyber Panel program has funded 
research in defending mission-critical information 
systems from strategic coordinated attacks. This 
research spans many areas including novel sensors, 
alert correlation and reduction, visual correlation, 
mission impact assessment, and response. This paper 
describes the integration of Cyber Panel technologies 
from the different areas into an advanced cyber 
defense system and the demonstration of that system. 

1. Cyber Panel Concept 

The DARPA Cyber Panel Program is focused on the 
defense of mission-critical information systems at the 
theater-level. The program has invested in technologies 
that help identify stealthy scans and coordinated 
attacks, assess system health and the mission impact of 
attacks, and choose and implement effective system 
and security configuration changes in response to 
attacks. These technologies provide necessary 
functions for an advanced cyber defense system. 

Network defenders today analyze low-level alerts 
and system logs and often do not understand how the 
events they are seeing affect operations that rely on the 
computing resources. Operations personnel, on the 
other hand, are concerned with making sure their staffs 
accomplish their defined mission, and generally have 
no insight into the network they rely upon and the 
attacks that are affecting it and them. This functional 
gap, coupled with an asymmetric dependency, puts 
defenders at a disadvantage of not being able to 
adequately defend mission-critical resources during 
active attack situations. 

Cyber Panel attempts to bridge this gap by 
introducing the concept of a cyber mission. A cyber 
mission is the set of high and low level tasks that must 
be performed by the defended computing resources at 
some time in support of the operational mission. 
Performance of these tasks relies on the availability 
and trustworthiness of the underlying system and 
network infrastructure. The effects of attack activities 
may be linked to the cyber mission to provide the 
network defender with status on the cyber mission as it 
relates to the operational mission. This linkage enables 
the defender to make better choices when defending an 
enclave.  

When this functionality is coupled with technologies 
that identify extremely stealthy probes and key 
coordinated attack steps and those that anticipate likely 
adversary actions, an advanced cyber defense system is 
born. Such a system will reduce the ability of 
adversaries to strike at the United States through 
information systems by improving the ability of 
network defenders to rapidly perceive the extent of 
attacks, understand what mission-critical computing 
resources are threatened, and take effective defensive 
actions. 

2. Integrated Cyber Panel System 

The Integrated Cyber Panel System is designed to 
provide cyber awareness and control for survivability. 
The system helps the operator defend the enclave 
against cyber attacks and maintain mission-required 
enclave functionality. It integrates technologies and 
concepts from the following Cyber Panel areas: 

 
• Attack Sensing and Warnings [1] 
• Automated [2] and Visual [3] Alert 

Correlation 
• Response Formulation [4] and Evaluation 
• Cyber Warfare Strategies and Tactics [5] 

 
Many infrastructure components have been 

developed to facilitate integration of these technologies 
including high-level models of the network and 
mission and common underlying communication tools. 

Cyber Panel technologies provide either awareness 
or response functionality. Situation awareness 
technologies include 1. sensors that monitor for attack 
activities and system status, 2. correlators that provide 
alert filtering, clustering, prioritizing, and classifying, 
and 3. situation selectors that correlate observations 
with mission knowledge to identify situations of 
interest. Situation response technologies include 
response recommenders that evaluate alternatives and 
recommend responses in light of the mission and 
response managers and actuators that implement the 
responses. Many of these components rely extensively 
on a knowledge base that describes the network and 
mission being defended. The orchestration of these 
components is shown in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1: System Component Composition 

The defender uses the system by starting with a 
“birds-eye” view of the enclave status. Over time, he 
receives system and cyber mission status, situation 
characterizations of the observed events, and response 
recommendations that are made with knowledge of the 
system dependencies on the cyber mission. The 
defender formulates “what-if” queries to understand 
the impact of possible responses on the mission and 
chooses a set of responses to implement.  

3. System Demonstration 

The Integrated Cyber Panel System Demonstration  
(iDemo) shows the benefit of the Cyber Panel approach 
to cyber defense. iDemo leverages two program-
sponsored efforts: the program Grand Challenge 
Problem (GCP) [6] and the program validation 
experiments [7]. The GCP provides a common ground 
upon which Cyber Panel technologies can be validated 
and demonstrated. The program validation effort 
borrowed and extended the GCP scenario and tool 
suite. iDemo uses the same notional military scenario 
but focuses on the defense of a single enclave.  The 
defender is referred to as “blue” or the “blue team” in 
this paper and in iDemo. 
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Figure 2: iDemo Defended Enclave 

The network being defended in iDemo has a mission 
of providing planning services to a Joint Task Force 
(JTF). It communicates over VPN to other JTF 

participants to exchange planning data, status 
information, and other important observations. In 
addition, it has access to obtain required information 
from various sites on the Internet. 

Live attacks on real systems are used to demonstrate 
the Cyber Panel technologies. A high-level attack tree 
with a strategic attack goal of subverting the blue 
mission was developed for this purpose. 
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Figure 3: iDemo Strategic Attack Tree 
The attack tree has three major branches that 

correspond to three rounds of demonstration. Each of 
the attacks has a unique sub-goal that corresponds to 
the traditional security concerns of denial of service, 
data integrity, and data confidentiality. All attacks are 
directed against a specific computer asset or set of 
assets and use methods visible to the sensors in order to 
ensure evidence of the attacks exists. 

Each of the three rounds is designed to demonstrate 
a key Cyber Panel concept.  

3.1. Round 1: Mission Survivability 

Round 1 demonstrates how Cyber Panel 
technologies enhance mission survivability in the face 
of cyber attacks. Attack effects on the defended 
enclave’s mission are shown. Technologies that 
perform attack detection, alert correlation and 
reduction, attack identification, mission awareness and 
response recommendation work together to recover the 
situation. 

The attack goal for round 1 is to jeopardize the blue 
mission by disrupting blue’s planning process. This is 
accomplished using a two-prong approach. First, the 
attacker synchronizes a crash of the plans server with a 
mission critical time in the planning process. 
Immediately thereafter, the attacker launches a denial 
of service (DOS) attack against the defended enclave.  
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When the plans server crashes, the defender is 
immediately notified of the outage and the impact on 
the planning schedule. The system projects the likely 
cause as system failure. When the DOS attack is 
launched, the correlation technologies identify the 
attack. The probable cause is shifted to a cyber attack 
by correlating the common mission dependency of the 
two separate attacks. The system immediately 
recommends that the defender block the DOS attack, 
restart the plans server from a check point, implement a 
conservative firewall policy, and initiate diagnostic 
procedures to determine the cause of the plans server 
crash and the DOS. The defender uses the system 
capability to ensure the recommended responses will 
not further impact the mission. The defender 
implements the recommendation, and the DOS attack 
is thwarted. The conservative firewall policy prevents a 
repeat of the plans server crash. Once the plans server 
is restarted, the situation is recovered to acceptable 
timelines and the mission proceeds. 

3.2. Round 2: Cyber Control 

Round 2 demonstrates how Cyber Panel 
technologies aid the human in realistic active attack / 
defense situations. It focuses on the asynchrony and 
simultaneity of red and blue actions. Specialized attack 
detection Cyber Panel technologies alert on attack 
activities in areas where network defense has 
previously been blind. 

The round 2 attack goal is to covertly control the 
blue mission to delay completion of a critical real-
world task. This is accomplished by injecting incorrect 
information into blue’s plans. The attacker quietly 
locates the plans database using a stealthy scan and 
then modifies the data directly in the database. In order 
to mask the integrity attack and hinder timely recovery 
once discovered, the adversary creates a diversion by 
launching a DOS attack inside the enclave as soon as 
compromised plans are distributed. 

Upon detecting stealthy scans and anomalous 
accesses, the system recommends internal system 
integrity checks.  Upon detecting the internal DOS 
attack, the system recommends focusing on mitigating 
the DOS attack and updates its situation to reflect a 
likely plan corruption attack.  After shutting down the 
internal DOS attack, the system recommends flagging 
the plans as corrupted, recomputes the plan to check 
consistency, and reissues it to the field.  The situation 
is recovered. 

3.3. Round 3: Anticipation 

Round 3 demonstrates how use of pre-defined 
situation-based courses of action (COAs) helps 

defenders move into an anticipatory mode and puts the 
adversary into a reactionary mode. Cyber warfare 
strategies and tactics are used with response 
recommendation technology to show that well-defined 
responses can cut off multiple attack paths leading to 
same goal, thereby getting ahead of the adversary.  

The round 3 attack goal is to covertly compromise 
the blue mission by exfiltrating blue’s plans. This is 
accomplished by infiltrating blue’s network, using 
inside access to covertly exfiltrate blue’s kinetic 
mission plan to gain strategic advantage, and having 
multiple paths of exfiltration planned for robustness. 

Upon detecting the attackers search for the target 
files, the system immediately flags a possible attempt 
to compromise the plan.  The system reacts by 
recommending a conservative firewall policy, internal 
system integrity checks, multi-layer encryption on the 
plan (application level in addition to VPN) and a 
tightening of controls on systems that feed into the 
planning system.  The last two recommendations 
anticipate alternative routes the attacker might take to 
accomplish the compromise of the plan.  This 
anticipation is made possible by pre-developed attack 
trees that are activated by a pattern match to a given 
situation.  Thus, the defenders successfully thwart 
further attempts to compromise the plan. 
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